Introduction
Plumes from wildfires and prescribed fires represent a critical aspect of smoke management, and as such an accurate prediction of plume rise and dispersion is critical for air quality assessment purposes. To develop such accurate predictions, it is important to unravel the basic mechanisms underlying the dynamics of buoyant plumes due to intense surface heat sources over a wide range of atmospheric conditions (i.e. wind and temperature profiles).
Many current models employed for the prediction of plume rise are so-called 'integral models', which assume self-similar cross-sectional profiles of physical quantities. typically of Gaussian structure. along the centre line of the plume, together with simple laws describing the entrainment of ambient air into the plume. Development of these models largely follows the analysis of Morton er ol. (1 9561, extended to include the effects of neutral and stably stratified cross flows (e.g. Slawson and Csanady 1967; Briggs 1975; Weil 1988) . Integral models may provide accurate predictions of the plumes arising from low-intensity fires; however, they are frequently inadequate for describing the behaviour of plumes originating from fires of higher intensity, particularly those with complex spatial configurations. In such fires, the dynamical interaction between the buoyancy-generated vorticity in the plume and the vorticity in the ambient atmosphere may be significant, and the behaviour ofthe plume may differ substantially from the predictions of the integral models, possibly dramatically so in the region near the fire.
These plumes are typically dominated by coherent vortex structures of varying size and nature that control the evolution of the flow. In this regard, buoyant plumes in a cross flow appear to share many common properties with non-buoyant jets in a cross flow, which have been studied much mare extensively (for a review, see Margason 1993) . Several types of vortices have been identified in such flows, and these are illustrated schematically in Fig. I . The dominant feature in these flows is typically the counter-rotating vortex pair, which is observed in the far field aligned with the jet or plume Counter-rotating vortex pair Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration depicting four types of vortical struchires associated with a non-buoyat-tt jet in a cross flow: jet shear-layer vortices at the perimeter of the bending jet; the counter-rotating vortex pair; horseshoe vortices on the wall; and wake vortices extending from the wall to the jet. From Fric and Roshko (1994). trajectory; this vortex pair is manifested as an approximately kidney-shaped cross section for scalar concentration, and in extreme cases can result in the split, or bifurcation, ofthe jet or plume some distance downstream ofthe source. Observations of plume bifurcation in association with intense ground fires are relatively common (Church et a]. 1980; Haines and Smith 1987; Banta et al. 1992 ; McGrattan et a]. 1996), although a visible bifurcation is often short lived, possibly due to mixing by ambient atmospheric turbulence. While the counter-rotating vortex pair is apparently a ubiquitous feature of jets in a cross flow, and might thus be expected to be so for plumes also, there is still considerable debate about its generation and evolution (e.g. Coelho and Hunt 1989; Morton and Ibbetson 1996; Yuan and Street 1998; Yuan et a/. 1999; Cortelezzi and Karagozian 2001 ; Lim et al. 2001 ). Nevertheless, there is a general consensus in the contemporary literature that in non-buoyant jets this feature arises as a consequence of the interaction between the crossflow boundary layer and the jet shear layer. For plumes in a cross flow, the presence of buoyancy may further complicate the description. The existence of a kidney-shaped, or possibly bifurcated, structure for the plume cross section might also call into question the common practice of using Gaussian profiles for plume cross-section structure (Janseen et a]. 1990). although it is possible that at large distances from the source, where buoyancy generated turbulence in the plume is comparable to ambient turbulence in the atmosphere, a Gaussian distribution may be appropriate. It is also possible that the time-averaged plume cross section structure might be close to Gaussian.
The wake vortices depicted in Fig. I and studied experimentally by Fric and Roshko (1994) for jets in a cross flow also have a counterpart in buoyant windblown plumes. Specifically, vertically oriented vortices bearing a strong resemblance to dust devils, or even tornadoes, have frequently been observed downwind of intense fires (Church et al. 1980: McRae and Flannigan 1990; Soma and Saito 1991; Wood 19921 , extending from the ground to the underside of the bent-over plume. Occasionally, such vortices pass over and entrain burning material, resulting in a so-called fire whirl with an internal flame that can reach heights of tens of meters.
Although jets in a cross flow have been the subject ofmany numerical investigations (see Yuan et al. (1 9991, Cortelezzi and Karagozian (2001) , and references therein), with notable exceptions there have been relatively few numerical simulation studies of buoyant plumes in a cross flow. To date. the majority of numerical investigations in this regard have been either two-dimensional (Luti 1980, 198 1 ;  ~e i m a n and Fast 1992; Porterie et al. 1999) or quasi-three-dimensional, in which the streamwise velocity is taken to be constant, and the governing equations are solved in planes perpendicular to the streamwise direction (Zhang and Ghoniem 1993; McCrattan et al. 1996; Trelles et al. 1999) . Although these studies have yielded significant insight into the structure and dynamics of buoyant plumes, and the quasi-threedimensional models are able to represent the counter-rotating vortex pair, none of these models can represent fully the evolving three-dimensional vorticity. More recently, Baum and McGrattan (2000) have performed three-dimensional large-eddy sinlulations of plumes from outdoor industrial fires; however, the three-dimensional vortical structures evident in their simulated plumes were not the primary focus of their study.
The present study represents our preliminary attempts to simulate buoyant plumes arising from wildland fires in the presence of a cross flow using a fully three-dimensional numerical model. Of particular interest in this regard is whether the model is capable of capturing the vortical structures described above, and the dependence of these structures on physical and numerical parameters. Also of interest is the extent to which the simulated plumes demonstrate similarities or differences with the predictions ofthe simple integral models. The numerical model is based on the three-dimensional, compressible Navier-Stokes equations including heat source and surface drag terms, and is solved using direct and largeeddy simulation techniques. These simulations are employed to examine the effect of vertical wind shear near the surface, and of heat-source shape and intensity, on buoyant plumes arising from heat sources on the ground.
In the next section, the numerical model to be employed in this study is described, along with the form of the heat sources that will be used. In the subsequent two sections, results are presented from simulations using respectively a simple circular heat source and a heat source with spatial structure more representative of a wildland fire. In the final section, a summary of the primary results of the present study is presented, along with a discussion of the relevance of the results to the behaviour of buoyant plumes in general.
Model formulation and solution technique
We consider the ambient atmospheric wind profile to be an initially laminar flow, UI;), in the positive x-direction as follows:
br(z) = Uo tanh(z/zo)
where Un = 4.5 m s-' , and z0 is varied in an effort to understand the impact on plume dynamics of vertical wind shear near the surface. The specification of a laminar cross flow is consistent with the goal of this investigation of developing a basic understanding of the dynamics of the plume, but it also has a physical basis in the assumption that the turbulence generated by the plume is expected to be significantly larger in magnitude than the ambient atmospheric turbulence. For moderate to intense heat sources, this assumption would appear to be reasonable within 1 or 2 km from the fire. Nevertheless, the effects of ambient atmospheric turbulence on plume rise and dispersion are important for practical prediction, and will be addressed in future work.
Governing equations
The governing equations are those for three-dimensional, compressible flow in a density-stratified atmosphere forced by a prescribed volumetric heat source, Q:
where p is the density, u; is the wind velocity in thex; direction with i, j. k = 1, 2, or 3 representing streamwise (x), spanwise ( y ) , or vertical (z) directions, respectively, p' and p' are the departures of pressure and density, respectively, from a hydrostatic base state, Di is a drag term, 8 is the potential temperature, T is the temperature, cy is the specific heat at constant pressure, and k is the thermal conductivity. The stress tensor, T i j , is given by where p is the viscosity. Finally, the drag term, D;, is intended to represent the effects of a vegetation canopy, and is defined as
where C,, is the canopy drag coefficient, a is the canopy density, and V is the magnitude of the wind speed parallel to the ground. More generally, this term can be used to represent a rough lower boundary in simulations of the atmospheric boundary layer; Brown et al. (2001) show that the use of a canopy drag term identical to equation (6) in large-eddy simulations of a neutral boundary layer led to a significantly improved representation of logarithmic mean wind profiles in the near-surface region over those predicted by a traditional wall stress modelling approach. In this paper. we choose Ccf = 0.1 and a = 0.25 m-" on the lowest grid level and zero elsewhere. It should be noted, however, that no extensive testing has been performed regarding the choice of these parameters, and further work is required to assess the optimal values and distributions in this regard.
In this paper, we employ two numerical approaches to solving the governing equations: the first is based on a direct approach to sin~ulating the equations, whereas the second is based on large-eddy simulation (LES) methods. In the direct approach. it is assumed that the important energy-containing features are resolved on the grid and that no subgrid-scale model is required. Although such simulations are restricted to Reynolds numbers that are much smaller than those typically found in the atmosphere, there is evidence to suggest that insight into many important aspects of high Reynolds number turbulence can indeed be obtained through direct simulations of low Reynolds number flows (e.g. Moeng and Rotunno 1990; Coleman 1999) . Moreover, the absence of the uncertainty that may be introduced by the use of a subgridscale model lends clarity to the results of these simulations. Consequently, the primary goal of the direct approach to simulating the governing equations is to attempt to gain insight into the basic physical processes relevant to buoyant plumes in a cross flow, and how this behaviour depends qualitatively on the Reynolds number. In this approach, the viscosity and thermal conductivity assume constant 'molecular' values that are related via the Prandtl number, which is taken to be equal to 0.7.
For the LES, t j i is interpreted as a subgrid-scale stress tensor, and the viscosity and thermal conductivity are interpreted as subgrid-scale eddy coeficients that must be modeled. Since no well accepted approach currently exists for LES when large subgrid-scale gradients of buoyancy and temperature may be present, we adopt a conventional method that has been shown to be successful for buoyancy-dominated boundary layers (e.g. Deardorff 1973; Moeng and Wyngaard 1988) and acknowledge at this point that this approach may not be entirely appropriate. In this scheme, the eddy viscosity depends on the subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy, e, as follows p = p~k e 1 / 2~, (8) where Ck is a constant and A is the grid spacing. The eddy conductivity is then related to the eddy viscosity via a turbulent Prandtl number of the form given by equation (7), which is assumed to be equal to 1/3 herein. To close the model, Wildland fires rarely exhibit such simple configurations, at ax/ however, and the maximum heat release is seldom located in gk 86 pc,e3j2 the centre of the fire area. Typically, fires possess an asym------cp8 3. z a (9) metric ring-like structure that is elliptical (with major axis in the streamwise direction), most intense at its forwards end where the last term on the right-hand side represents the dis-(the head), less intense on the sides (the flanks), and weakest sipation of subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy. Following at its rear end (the back). Consequently, in this paper we also Moeng and Wyngaard ( 1 988), values for the constants in consider heat sources with shapes that are representative of equation (8) and equation (9) are chosen to be Ck = 0.1 and this typical structure; specifically, the following functional C, = 0.93. It is important to note, however, that these numform for the heat source is adopted: bers are empirically defined based on Kolmogorov inertialsubrange theory, and a variety of different values both for Q(x.y, z, t) = Qo tanh(t/to) exp(-z/h) these constants and for the turbulent Prandtl number have been used by different investigators (e.g. Schumann 1991) .
Finally, we note that the solution method, which is
described below, exhibits numerical diffusion. Such diffusion is itself sometimes interpreted as an implicit turbulence where x = xxh, y =-v -Sfh, and we choose A = 200 m and model (e.g. ~ussaini 1998; Margolin et al. 2002) , although a B = 100 m such that the heat source assumes the form of clear theoretical foundation and detailed validation for such an ellipse with major axis in the streamwise direction. ~1 1 an approach is still lacking. Nevertheless, the diffusion proother parameters are the same as in equation (10). This heat vided by the numerical scheme is weak in comparison to the source is referred to as the 'realistic' heat source. Horizontal stress term for most of the simulations to be shown in this distributions of the heat sources given by equation (10) 
Form of the heat sources
In this initial attempt to simulate buoyant plumes from wildland fires, we assume for simplicity a form for the heat source in equation (3) that is of fixed spatial form, and constant in time after a brief ( I 0 s) ramp-up period. A volumetric heat source is employed in an effort to represent heating due to a fire, with the total heat release rate chosen to be comparable to that expected in a wildland fire of moderate intensity. In
The total heat release rate associated with these sources is obtained by integrating the expressions for Q given in equation (10) choosing Qo = 1 kW m-3 gives a total heat release rate of 1700 M W. Such values for the total heat release rate and the heat release per unit volume are considered representative of future work, we will incorporate heat sources that evolve in those found in typical wildland fires of moderate intensity. a coupled manner with the atmosphere.
To explore the basic dynamics of plumes in a cross flow, a simple circular heat source is examined in the following Solution technique section that has the form of a smoothed top-hat distribution: TO solve the governing equations described in the preceding sections, we use the Weather Research and Forecasting Q(x, Y , z. 2) (WRF) model code (Skamarock et al. 2001) . For time inte-QO tanh (t/to) exp(-z/h). r c RI, gration, a split-explicit method is employed that combines QO tanh ([/to) exp(-z/h) a third-order Runge-Kutta scheme for advection with a = I forwards-backward scheme for the high-frequency acoustic (Wicker and Skamarock 2002) . Spatial discretization 0, r L R2, of the advection terms is treated via a fifth-order upwind-(1 0) biased scheme. The computational domain is depicted schematically where Qo is a constant that controls the intensity of the heat in Fig. 3 . The domain is a rectangular box with spatial source, to is the ramp-up time scale, h is the scale height, 1976). At the upper and lower boundaries, solid-wall freeslip conditions are imposed; although such conditions are not optimal for models of the dimensions and spatial resolution used herein, it is noted that the upper boundary is high enough such that the outflow occurs entirely on the lateral and downstream boundaries of the domain. We have perfbrmed sensitivity experiments to ensure that the upper boundary has been placed suficiently high that this choice has negligible effect on plume behavior. In addition, a layer of enhanced damping is placed adjacent to the upper boundary to avoid the reflection of energy back into the domain. At the lower boundary, the effects of the rough surface are treated via the drag term (equation 6). In all simulations, the ambient potential temperature is taken to be uniform and equal to 300 K.
Buoyant plumes from an idealized circular heat source
In this section, we describe simulations of the buoyant plumes arising from the heat source (equation 10) in the presence of the wind profile (equation I).
In an effort to gain basic insight into the laminar and turbulent structure of such plumes, several simulations using the direct approach have been performed with a range of different values of the viscosity, @, keeping the Prandtl number fixed at 0.7. This approach is essentially equivalent to changing the Reynolds number of the simulation; however, given that there are several equally plausible ways to choose velocity and length scales for the plume in a cross flow, and since the model is not dimensionless, we do not define a specific Reynolds number for the present situations. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show respectively the potential temperature and vorticity magnitude, J V x VI, at t = 1100s for four particular simulations with successively decreasing viscosity (increasing Reynolds number) as follows: p, = 4 kg m-' s-I (Figs 4a, 5a ), y = 1 kgm-' s-' (Figs 4b, Sb) , p=0.15kgm-Is-' (~i g s 4 c , 5 c ) , a n d~= 0 . 0 0 1 5 kgm-Is-' (Figs 4d, 5 4 . For the large p case, the plume is essentially laminar, and exhibits a well defined symmetric bifurcation (Fig. 4a) . The corresponding vorticity field (Fig. 5a ) clearly shows the associated counter-rotating vortex pair; however, no other vortical structures are apparent in this simulation. Near the surface the vertical component of vorticity in the pair is significant, with positive vorticity on the right-hand side looking downstream, and negative vorticity on the left-hand side, consistent with descriptions of observed plumes (e.g. Church et al. 1980 ). As @ is decreased (equivalent to increasing the nominal Reynolds number) the simulated plumes become turbulent and asymmetric, and additional vortical structures become evident. Nevertheless, the counter-rotating vortex pair remains a central, albeit unsteady, feature in all of the simulations, and the plume cross sections do not exhibit a self-similar Gaussian structure.
The transition to turbulence in these plumes appears to arise via the shear (i.e. Kelvin-Helmholtz) instability of the upstream face of the plume that leads to shear-layer vortices analogous to those seen in Fig. 1 . Such a transition is apparent in Fig. 4b and Fig. 56 in which transverse vortices can be seen at the top of the laminar base of the plume; above fnt. J Wifdjund Fire P. Cunningham et al. (1 978). Further decreases (increases) in the viscosity (Reynolds number) result first in the transition to turbulence occurring closer to the base of the plume (e.g. Figs 4c,d, 5c,d) , and subsequently in the breakdown of the symmetric wake structure into an asymmetric one involving vertically oriented wake vortices. The view perspective in these figures does not provide an ideal illustration of the wake vortices, however, and these features are examined in further detail later in this section. Before exploring the nature of vortical structures in the turbulent plumes, however, it is worthwhile to examine in more detail the low Reynolds number case in an attempt to gain additional insight into the dynamics of the counterrotating vortex pair, which is a robust feature of all the simulations. Specifically, we explore the dependence of this feature on some of the parameters that define the present problem. To this end, six simulations were performed with p = 4 kg m-' s-' for two different intensities for the heat source (i.e. Qo = 1 kW m-3 and 0.5 kW m-3) and three different depths for the cross-flow shear layer (i.e. z0 = 50m, 100 m, and 150 m). Cross sections of potential temperature in the-y-zplane atx = 1750 m for these simulations are shown in Fig. 6 for the time at which the flows are essentially steady (typically achieved after approximately 600 s). The principal result emerging from these simulations is that for larger 20, which corresponds to a deeper cross-flow shear layer, the bifurcation of the plume is wider. Additionally, for a given cross flow, bifurcation is wider for the weak heat source than the strong heat source (compare Fig. 6e with Fig. 6f ).
Based on this limited set of results we conjecture that, since the magnitude of the heat source is a major factor in the magnitude of the vertical velocity, the width of the bifurcation is controlled by the amount of time it takes for a buoyant parcel to rise through the shear layer. Presumably the relevant process is the entrainment and organized rearrangement of ambient horizontal vorticity in the cross-flow shear layer by the rising buoyant elements, although further investigation of the details of this process is necessary. A similar result will be shown in the simulations of the realistic heat source in the next section. It is important to note, however, that the presence and degree of bifurcation does not appear to impact the plume rise for a given heat source (e.g. compare Fig. 6b,d f ) .
As discussed in the Introduction, the origin of the counterrotating vortex pair in jets or plumes in a cross flow is still an unresolved issue, although it is generally accepted that this feature arises through an interaction between the vorticity (at (b) in the cross flow and the vorticity in the jet or plume. For the simulations shown here it is apparent that the counterrotating vortex pair originates near the ground as a pair of vortices that are oriented primarily in the vertical direction ( Fig. 5 ; see also Fig. 9 below) . This result also appears to be true for non-buoyant jets in a cross flow (Yuan et a/. 1999; Lim et al. 2001) . It is important to note at this point that buoyancy can only directly generate horizontal vorticity, and that vertical vorticity can be generated only by tilting horizontal vorticity into the vertical direction; these are fundamental properties of the governing equations, not of the strength or distribution of the heat source. In this regard, in the absence of a cross flow the vorticity in a buoyant plume can be described in terms of horizontal vortex rings that propagate upwards. When a cross flow is present, the horizontal vorticity in the cross-flow shear layer is tilted upwards within these buoyant vortex rings, leading to a positive-negative couplet of vertical vorticity on the flanks of the plume. On the other hand since the cross flow is horizontally uniform, there is no mechanism initially to tilt the horizontal vorticity of the plume, although once the cross-flow vorticity has been tilted into the vertical, the interaction becomes complex and three-dimensional. In light of the foregoing discussion, we assert that the primary source of vorticity at the origin point of the counter-rotating vortex pair is the tilting of horizontal crossflow vorticity into the vertical by the plume, since it is not obvious that the buoyancy-generated horizontal vorticity in the plume can be tilted into the vertical in such an organized fashion. Farther from the source in the bent-over region of the plume, however, the counter-rotating vortex pair is oriented primarily horizontally, and buoyancy may contribute directly to the vorticity in the counter-rotating vortex pair in the manner described by Zhang and Ghoniem ( 1 993).
The foregoing simulations provide important insight into the basic dynamics of buoyant plumes in a cross flow, particularly with respect to the associated coherent vortical structures. As discussed previously, however, the direct approach to simulating the equations is restricted to low Reynolds number flows, and to simulate the high Reynolds numbers characteristic of the atmosphere, an explicit subgridscale model is required to represent smal I-scale turbulent mixing. Consequently, we continue our exploration into the dynamics of buoyant plumes in a cross flow using the LES version ofthe model, in which the turbulent mixing is parameterized as described in the previous section. For the remainder of this section, we focus on one specific simulation, namely these features undergo a quasi-periodic oscillation in which f o r e o = 1 k~m -~ andzo= loom. each branch of the pair is successively dominant over the As with all other simulations, the counter-rotating vorother. This oscillation is illustrated in Fig. 7 , in which it can tex pair and the associated plume bifurcation are apparent be seen that at t = 850s (Fig. 7a,c) the right-hand branch throughout the evolution; however, in the present simulation of the pair dominates, while at t =950s (Fig. 76,d left-hand branch dominates. To explore this oscillation further, we show in Fig. 8 the vertical component of vorticity within the cross-flow shear layer (at z =45 m) for a range of times encompassing the oscillation of the plume seen in Fig. 7 . It is readily apparent from this figure that there is a 'shedding' of localized regions of vertical vorticity with alternating sign from either side of the plume, with a period of about 200s (note the similarity between Fig. 8a and Fig. 8 4 . This vertical vorticity corresponds to the wake vortices depicted in Fig. 1 . The presence of a narrow turbulent wake downstream of the heat source near the surface is also apparent.
A non-dimensional number that has been shown to be relevant for the wake vortex system, both in non-buoyant jets in a cross flow (e.g. Fric and Roshko 1994) and in flow around a circular cylinder (e.g. Batchelor 1967) , is the Strouhal number, defined by where n is the frequency of the oscillation, D= ZR, is the diameter of the heat source, and Uo is the maximum cross flow speed. Based on an estimated period of 200s, the Strouhal number in this case is approximately St = 0.25. This value is comparable with that seen in experiments of the wake system in non-buoyant jets (St 0.05-0.2), and also for the wake vortices associated with flow around a solid cylinder (St ==: 0.2), although it is stressed that the mechanism for the creation of the wake vortices is different for jets and plumes than it is for solid bodies, and the analogy of the plume as an obstacle in the flow is only partially accurate.
A graphic illustration of the wake vortices in this simulation is provided in Fig. 9 , which shows the vertical component of vorticity for the same times as in Fig. 7 . The successive formation of positive and negative vertical vortices downstream of the plume is readily apparent, as is their continued advection downstream. The 'positive phase' of the oscillation at t = 850 s, characterized by the creation of a positive vortex on the right-hand side of the plume (Fig. 9a) , corresponds to the stage at which the plume is skewed to the right-hand side (Fig. 7a) , while in the 'negative phase' at t = 950 s, the creation of a negative vortex on the left-hand side (Fig. 9b ) corresponds to the plume being skewed to the left-hand side (Fig. 7b ). The vortices are subsequently swept downstream and tilted away from the vertical by a combination of the plume and the cross flow.
It is important to note that the ability of the model to resolve the wake vortex system is a direct consequence of its three-dimensional nature. The quasi-three-dimensional models, in which the streamwise velocity is fixed (Zhang and , are able to treat only one of the three components of vorticity, namely the streamwise component. Consequently, these models are able to represent only the horizontal vorticity in the counter-rotating vortex pair. Nevertheless, since that is the dominant vortical structure in most buoyant plumes, these models are quite successful at predicting downwind plume concentrations, and they have the advantage over the present model that they can simulate larger downstream domains while using similar resolutions. It is also noteworthy that the presence or absence of the wake vortex system depends on the effective Reynolds number of the simulations, and for low Reynolds numbers the wake region is essentially laminar and symmetric. The wake vortices are observed only for the higher Reynolds number direct simulations and the LES. We are unaware of any previously published results describing simulations of the wake vortex system for buoyant plumes in a cross flow; indeed, despite the large number of numerical studies ofjets in a cross flow, simulations of the wake vortex system in that case are apparently also rare (e.g. Rudman 1996) .
As a final note in this section, there was no apparent evidence in any ofthe simulations for the fourth vortical structure depicted in Fig. 1, namely the horseshoe vortex. This is not entirely surprising, however, since these features are almost entirely located within the cross-flow boundary layer and the resolution of the present simulations is inadequate to resolve the details of the near-surface flow.
Buoyant plumes from a heat source representative of a wildland fire
The preceding results demonstrate the ability of the model to reproduce the dominant features of buoyant plumes in a cross flow associated with circular heat sources. As noted previously, however, wildland fires represent a far more complex heat source with regions of heating that are essentially aligned in the streamwise direction (the fire flanks) and regions of heating that are aligned in the spanwise, or transverse, direction (the fire's head and back). The elliptical heat source depicted in Fig. 26 provides an idealized representation of a wildland fire with intensities increasing along the fires flanks towards the head. Using this heat source for cases with zo = 50 m and 150 m, referred to as shallow and deep shear layers, respectively, we employed the LES version ofthe model to examine its ability to simulate vortices associated with wildland fires as described by Haines and Smith (1987) .
The first vortex type described by Haines and Smith was a horizontal vortex pair located along each fire flank. Figure I0 clearly shows the development of a dominant structure along each flank for both the deep (Fig. I Oa) and the shallow (Fig. 1 Oc) shear layers. While the transient nature of the flow renders the direct comparison of simultaneous instantaneous images from the two simulations rather difficult, the plume in the deep shear layer case maintains a more pronounced horizontal split between the structures of each flank than does that in the shallow shear layer case, consistent with the results shown in Fig. 6 . The vertical spread of the plume at the downwind edge of the model domain is also greater for the deep shear layer; however, as with the bifurcated plumes in the circular heat source cases, the mean plume height is nearly identical for the two shear-layer depths (compare Fig. 106 with Fig. 104 .
The presence of counter-rotating vortex pairs along each flank is more clearly evident by viewing the vorticity field (Fig. 11 ). Vorticity maxima are located within the flanks of the fire, and examination of the vertical component of vorticity shows the counter-rotating nature of these vortices ( Fig. 1 1 6 4 . Near the heat source the plume is composed of the dominant counter-rotating vortex pairs along each flank as well as smaller vortex pairs located along the fire perimeter. For the deep shear layer case, wake vortices are also evident just downstream of the heat source and extend from the underside of the bent-over plume down to the surface. As in the circular heat source case, positive vortices are preferred on the right-hand side downwind of the heat source, while negative vortices are preferred on the left-hand side. Wake vortices are not as obvious in the shallow shear layer case due to their transient nature; however, small and relatively weak regions of vertical vorticity that are possible remnants of wake vortices are observed near the surface and downwind of the heat source. The mechanism for producing the counter-rotating vortex pairs has been discussed in the previous section, and involves the interaction of the cross-flow shear-layer vorticity with the vorticity of the plume. However, it is to be expected that the details of this behavior may be significantly different for a spatially complex heat source. Examination of vortex lines at early stages of the shallow shear layer simulation ( Fig. 12 ) reveal that the dominant counter-rotating vortex pairs along each fire flank are generated by the tilting of horizontal vorticity associated with the cross flow into the vertical to form loops in the vortex lines (Fig. 12b ). As these loops are stretched in the vertical, the cross flow also acts to reorient them into streamwise vortices. As they near the head of the fire, however, the loop vortices from each flank begin to bend towards the region of most intense heating and become intertwined with the horizontal vorticity created by buoyancy at the head of the fire, creating an elevated horizontal vortex (Fig. l2c,d ). This mechanism of concentrating horizontal vorticity at the head of fire may be analogous to the transverse vortices described by Haines and Smith ( 1987) . since there appears to be some degree of periodicity to their formation, and they propagate along the underside of the plume. Nevertheless, more investigation of this phenomenon is required.
Using an idealized representation of a wildland fire as the heat source we were able to reproduce two of the three vortices observed by Haines and Smith (1 987) in association with wildfires (longitudinal counter-rotating vortex pairs and the transverse vortex). The third vortex discussed by Haines and Smith (1 987) -a single longitudinal vortex-is thought to require directional shear in the ambient flow, which was not included in the current simulations. In addition, Haines and Smith (1 987) described the bifurcation of the smoke column, characterized by a separation of the counter-rotating vortex pairs along each flank, for a crown fire in Wisconsin (the New Miner Fire). The simulations presented here suggest that the depth of the shear layer may play a significant role in the bifurcation, since the plume is noticeably wider for the deep shear layer than for the shallow shear layer. The split column extends well outside the fire flanks and displays an oscillatory nature, and we hypothesize that this behavior may result in the plume dropping to the ground as observed in the New Miner Fire if either the shear layer was deeper or the ambient itrt. J Wildland Fire 73 stratification was unstable instead of neutral, as is the case for the present simulations. Exploring the possibility will be a subject of future simulations.
Summary and discussion
In this paper, we have described several three-dimensional numerical simulations of buoyant plumes arising from isolated, finite-area heat sources in the presence of a vertically sheared cross flow. The numerical model is based on the compressible Navier-Stokes equations and is solved using both direct and large-eddy simulation techniques in the framework of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model code (Skamarock et al. 2001) , modified to include a volumetric heat source and surface drag. Two types of heat source were examined: (i) a simple circular (smoothed top-hat) heat source; and (ii) an asymmetric elliptical ring heat sourcereferred to as the 'realistic' heat source-that represents an idealization ofa typical wildland fire, with intensities increasing along the fire flanks towards the head. Of particular interest in the present study was the extent to which the simulations were able to capture the variety of coherent vortical structures commonly seen, not just in wildland fires but more generally in buoyant plumes in a cross flow arising from a non-specific buoyancy forcing. These vortical structures control the turbulent mixing in the plume and, in the case of wildland fires, can potentially lead to erratic fire behavior if they are strong enough to interact with the fire (e.g. Haines and Smith (1987) ; see also the coupled atmosphere-fire simulations of Clark et al. (1996a Clark et al. ( , 1996b and Linn et a!.
(2002 1).
The plumes arising from circular heat sources in the presence of a cross flow exhibit many similarities with nonbuoyant circularjets in a cross flow, particularly with respect to the types of coherent vortical structures present in these flows, although there are some differences related to the presence of buoyancy and the associated generation of horizontal vorticity. Specifically, the simulations presented herein were able to capture:
(1 ) The counter-rotating vortex pair aligned with the plume trajectory that is responsible for the bifurcation of the plume seen in many observed cases of wildland fires and other sources of buoyancy; (2) The shear-layer (i.e. transverse) vortices that arise from a Kelvin-Helmholtz type instability on the upstream face of the plume; and (3) The vertically oriented wake vortices that form with alternating sign and regular period in the lee of and beneath the bent-over plume.
These simulations also suggest that the degree to which the plume bifurcates is related to the depth ofthe cross-flow shear layer (a property also of the plumes arising from the realistic heat source), and that the periodicity of the wake vortices is linked to a periodic oscillation of the plume bifurcation in lni. J. Wildland Fire P. Cunningham et GI.
which each branch of the bifurcation is successively dom-models are providing inaccurate predictions of the transport inant; however, more analysis is required in this regard to of fine particulate matter. With respect to the wake vortex sysfurther characterize these simulated features.
tem, it js of interest to examine the possibility that The simulated plumes arising from the realistic heat can be entrained from the plume into the wake downstream source exhibit vortical structures that, although related to and beneath it via these vortices, leading potentially to localthose seen in association with the circular source, are con-ized but large instantaneous concentrations of smoke at the figured in a dramatically different manner. In particular, surface. counter-rotating vortex pairs oriented in the streamwise direc-In light of the foregoing discussion, we suggest that an tion form along each flank of the heat source, and transverse important aspect of future research is to assess the applicahorizontal vortices form above the head of the heat source.
bility of traditional plume models that assume a self-similar The results of these simulations compare favorably with observations of plumes in wildland fires (e.g. Haines and Smith 1987) .
The results presented in this paper have broad relevance to the dynamics of buoyant plumes in a cross flow, and the primary purpose of this paper is to illustrate the potential utility of numerical models to explore these phenomena. A considerable amount of additional analysis is now required to be able to draw firm conclusions about the detailed dynamical nature of the structure and evolution in these cases, particularly with respect to the identification of parameters that can be used to describe and characterize the flow over a wide range of conditions. Nevertheless, the present results are highly encouraging, and highlight many avenues for future research.
Finally, it is important to note that none of the sin~ulated plumes shown in this paper displays a Gaussian cross-section; nor indeed have we seen Gaussian cross-sections in any of our simulations. Moreover, initial attempts to calculate and characterize the time-mean properties of the plume (not shown) have not yielded Gaussian structure either. Although the presence of bifurcation in the plume does not appear to affect plume rise significantly, it can be expected to play a critical role in smoke transport and dispersion, as may the other types ofvortices seen in the simulations. The manner in which " & these vortical structures affect the transport and dispersion of smoke is not immediately apparent and requires further study, but the absence of self-similar Gaussian structure in the simulations shown here would appear to call into question the common practice of using plume rise and dispersion models that are based on these assumptions. From the perspective of the transport of particulate matter, the updrafts found along the centerline of the plume associated with the counter-rotating vortex pair may be strong enough to keep fine particles with small terminal velocities airborne long enough to prevent them from being deposited with a maximum concentration along the centerline, but instead they may be transported downward by the counter-rotating vortex pair on the flanks of the plume. In cases where the plume bifurcates, the majority of particles may be channeled into one of the branches. Such internal plume circulations might possibly lead to different distributions between particulate matter of different sizes (e.g. between PM2.5 and PMlO larger than 2.5 pm), and as such it is conceivable that present Gaussian structure, and to use a numerical model such as that described herein to explore alternative strategies for simplified plume modeling.
